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Adam Krehm, principal



You might call O’Shanter Development Company the 
“extreme makeover artists.”

After all, the company takes buildings with obvious defects 
and so-called “warts” and transforms them into things of 
beauty.

The 
Transformers
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Building�on�two�generations�of�property�management�experience,�the�company�headed�by�
principals�Adam�and�Jonathan�Krehm,�has�both�the�knack�and�the�eye�for�mining�the�diamonds�in�
the�rough�in�some�of�the�most�desired�locations�in�the�Greater�Toronto�Area.�And�in�the�process�it�
has�succeeded�in�bringing�out�the�best�in�the�“ugly�ducklings”.

“We� have� an� organization� that� has� the� skill� set� to� do� these� projects� and� we� have�
developed� considerable� expertise� in� doing� it� and� it� is� quite� different� from� new�
construction,”�said�Adam�Krehm.

“It�has�its�own�set�of�issues�and�problems.�But�we�have�developed�considerable�experience�
and�we�have�had�success�in�doing�it.”

With�an�admitted�fondness�for�areas�in�the�old�city�of�Toronto�-�including�Forest�Hill�and�Rosedale�
-�the�company�seeks�out�these�ugly�ducklings�that�they�can�transform�into�prize�possessions�with�

some�careful�planning,�designing�and�imagination.
“The�ugly�ducklings�provide�an�opportunity�to�earn�a�return�on�the�capital�that�must�be�

invested�in�the�form�of�rent�increases,”�said�Adam�Krehm.�“Obviously�you�can’t�do�this�kind�of�
project�in�an�area�where�the�market�is�soft.�You�have�to�find�run-down�buildings�in�areas�where�

you�think�the�rents�are�well�below�market.�Forest�Hill,�Rosedale�and�places�like�that.”
But� the� high-rise� rental� business� was� not� always� in� the� company’s� sights� and� just� like� the�

buildings�it�has�successfully�transformed,�the�organization�itself�has�seen�a�change�over�the�years.
O’Shanter� Development� was� founded� in� Toronto� in� 1955� by� William� Krehm.� Although� the�

company�has�its�roots�as�a�small�housing�business�localized�in�the�central�Toronto�area,�the�business�
slowly�expanded�and�shifted�its�focus�to�rental�apartments�as�the�world�of�finance�changed�as�well�
as�the�market�for�affordable�rental�units.

The�company�has�further�developed�and�currently�has�interests�in�a�diverse�portfolio�that�includes�
the� management� and� ownership� of� commercial� properties,� rental� apartments,� and� single-unit�
housing.

“It�was�a�subtle�shift.�We�have�been�in�this�business�for�a�long�time.�My�brother�and�I�are�second�
generation.�Over� time�the� rental�housing�stock� in�Ontario�has�aged�and� it�has�also�suffered�the�
ravages�of�rental�control�legislation�in�certain�eras�when�it�was�impossible�to�maintain�these�buildings�
as�we�all�would�have�liked�to�be�maintaining�them,”�said�Krehm.

“In�the�Bob�Rae�days�you�could�not�have�passed�through�the�costs�of�capital�expenditures�in�any�
kind�of�effective�way.�So�the�maintenance�was�deferred.”

Along�the�way�this�subtle�shift�has�seen�the�“Brothers�Krehm,”�as�some�of�the�long-time�veterans�
of�the�company�affectionately�call�them,�amass�an�impressive�property�portfolio�in�some�of�the�
most�desired�neighbourhoods�in�the�GTA.

O’Shanter’s� portfolio� comprises� more� than� 2,500� residential� units� and� exceeds� 1.65� million�
square�feet�with�some�third-party�properties�also�included.

It� also� has� more� than� 50� employees� at� some� 24� sites� to� address� the� needs� of� its� clients�
and� tenants.� The� supervisory� staff� specializes� in� operational� and� project� management,�

Randy Daiter, vice-president 
and general manager
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construction,�energy�management,�fire�code�retrofit,�mechanical�systems,�heating,�ventilation�and�air�
conditioning,�electrical,�and�plumbing.

“We� try� to� empower� our� employees� to� make� decisions� instead� of� all� the� decisions�
coming�from�the�top,”�said�Krehm.�“One�of�the�features�of�our�organization�is�that�the�
average�tenure�among�our�employees�is�very�long.�There�are�a�lot�of�us�who�have�been�
here�for�a�long�time.�We�are�not�the�highest�payers�in�the�industry�so�there�has�to�be�
something�that�makes�people�want�to�stay.”�

This�desire�for�people�to�want�to�stay�extends�to�its�tenants�as�well.�Over�the�
more� than� 50� years� that� the� company� has� been� in� business� it� has� built� up� a�
formidable�group�of�loyal�tenants�allowing�it�to�boast�one�of�the�better�retention�
rates�among�its�peers.

The� company’s� tenancy� turnover� rate� per� year� is� also� usually� well� below�
the�Canadian�Mortgage�and�Housing�Corporation’s�average�rate,�said�Randy�
Daiter,�vice-president�and�general�manager.

“We� built� a� corporate� culture� around� customer� service.� That� is� where� we�
start�and�that�is�where�we�end�and�it�flows�right�through�to�our�retrofits�in�terms�
of�the�experience�that�our�tenants�have�from�the�minute�they�enter�the�building�to� the� time�
that�they�leave�the�building�and�we�like�to�complement�their�physical�space�and�experience�with�
the�customer�service�experience�that�they�receive�from�our�staff.�We�believe�that�it�is�a�winning�
combination.”

Happy employees, happy tenants
One� of� the� cornerstones� of� the� company’s� success� is� customer� service,� but� unlike� most�
companies�that�strive�to�put�the�customer�first,�O’Shanter�believes�the�way�to�a�tenant’s�heart�
is�through�its�employees.

“We�start�with�our�customer�service�and�by�focusing�on�customer�service�we�start�with�our�
employees.�If�you�focus�on�the�employees�and�you�have�happy�employees�you�are�going�to�
have�a�happy�customer,”�said�Daiter.�

“We�are�also�familiar�with�the�maxim�that�‘the�customer�is�No.�1’�but�the�reality�is�that�if�you�
don’t�have�happy�employees�how�do�you�expect�them�to�treat�your�customers�and�make�your�
customers�happy?”

We�are�also�familiar�with�the�maxim�that�‘the�customer�is�No.�1’�but�the�
reality�is�that�if�you�don’t�have�happy�employees�how�do�you�expect�
them�to�treat�your�customers�and�make�your�customers�happy?”�

-�Randy�Daiter,�vice-president�and�general�manager,�O’Shanter�Development“

Ernie Puguon, senior 
property manager



A� study� by� JD� Power� suggests� that� satisfied�
tenants�were�1.9�times�more�likely�to�renew�their�
lease,�2.9�times�more�likely�to�refer�other�tenants,�
and� 3.3� times� more� likely� to� pay� a� higher� rent.�
Indeed,�at�least�25�per�cent�of�tenant�satisfaction�
was�impacted�by�better�customer�service.

“It’s� a� winning� combination� when� you� take� a�
product�and�you�reposition�it,�you�turn�it�around�
and� you� complement� that� with� good� quality�
customer�service,”�Daiter�said.

“Since� we� did� this� shift� through� a� focus�
on� � internal� development,� training,� employee�
development,�working�on�our�service�standards,�
and� service� delivery� program,� we� yielded� a� net�
return�on�investment�of�more�than�300�per�cent.”

Daiter�added�that�by� focusing�on�the� internal�
development� of� its� corporate� culture� and� on�
the�employees�and�by�creating�a�service�model�
around�good�customer�service�the�company�has�
been�able�to�boost�tenant�satisfaction.

And� fostering� and� maintaining� happy�
customers�has�enabled�the�company�to�generate�
a�loyal�following�of�customers�who�are�more�than�
willing�to�pass�on�their�pleasant�experiences�with�
friends,�family�and�potential�tenants.

Daiter� said� the� firm� conducted� an� internal�
study�to�determine�how�to�make�the�customer�
experience� more� pleasant� with� the� objective�
of�driving�tenant�retention�and�word�of�mouth�
recommendations.� As� a� result,� it� has� been�
able�to�bring�down�marketing�costs�some�40�
per� cent� by� increasing� tenant� referrals,� while�
significantly� growing� net� operating� income�
(NOI)� through� lower� tenant� turnover� and�
improved�customer�service.
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Jilan Balbaa, director of development

I�did�the�design�with�quality�in�mind.�I�didn’t�
want�to�go�to�the�Cadillac,�but�I�didn’t�want�to�
go�to�the�little�car�either.�I�wanted�to�upgrade�
things�to�the�mid-range�so�that�the�price�was�still�
reasonable�and�adequate�but�you�still�get�the�
beauty�out�of�all�these�units”

-Jilan�Balbaa,�director�of�development,�O’Shanter�Development

“

We�try�to�empower�our�
employees�to�make�decisions�
instead�of�all�the�decisions�
coming�from�the�top”�

-Adam�Krehm,�principal�O’Shanter�Development“
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It turns out that cleaning up the
environment also helps our clients
go green with the money they save.
By being more cost efficient, we’ve
cut carbon emissions as well, even
managing to surpass
Canada’s mandate to
the Kyoto agreement 
4 times over.

At O’Shanter we’ve
learned that by being
environmentally friendly
keeps us on friendlier
terms with tenants too. Overall,
we’ve created cleaner, healthier
atmospheres for them with 
special attention to the details.

From the moment they enter
your building, they feel the pride
of knowing the grounds are well-
groomed. The lobby and hallways
are spotless. And problems are

solved promptly by
friendly, top-notch 
professionals. 

O’Shanter has been
on a mission to set new
standards. We are the
only multi-residential
property manager in

Canada to have obtained both
ISO Quality Management and ISO
Environmental Management 
certifications.

O’Shanter. Trust our team to help you clean up. 
It’s rewarding for both of us.

TOGETHER
We Can Clean

Up.

TOGETHER
We Can Clean

Up.

416.466.2642 • WWW.OSHANTER.COM
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“Location� is� very� important.� Amenities� are�
important.� The� physical� space� in� terms� of� the�
condition�of�the�premises�is�obviously�important.�
But�for�us�it’s�all�about�our�objective�at�the�end�of�
the� day� to� have� a� happy� customer.� We� want� to�
drive�tenant�satisfaction,”�he�said.

Extreme makeover
But� without� being� adept� at� finding� and�
transforming� buildings� in� key� locations� the�
company�would�not�have�had�the�success�which�
it�enjoys�today.

And� Bill� Scott,� director� of� maintenance� and�
technical�services,�credits�the�brothers�for�having�
the�courage�to�take�the�risk�and�invest�in�buildings�
that�needed�much�tender� loving�care.�He�notes�
that�the�various�skills�of�the�two�brothers�-�Adam�is�
an�engineer�and�had�training�as�an�architect,�while�
Jonathan� is� proficient� in� rent� review� issues� and�
“knows�how�best�to�maximize�revenue,”�has�led�to�
the�success�of�the�firm.

“We�look�for�buildings�with�warts;�buildings�that�
other� people� are� afraid� of.� We� have� purchased�
buildings� that� other� people� had� walked� away�
from.� They� were� interested� in� them� but� the�
projects�were�just�too�intrusive,�too�big,�and�too�
specific.� The� brothers� Krehm� have� a� mixture� of�
skills,”�said�Scott.

This� formidable,� one-two� punch� has� allowed�
the�brothers�to�enjoy�great�success�in�the�property�
management� field� by� transforming� run-down�
buildings�into�desirable�locations.

“They�feel�that� is�their�niche,”�said�Scott.�“That�
is�the�niche�that�they�look�for.�That�is�the�strength�
and�capabilities�that�they�expound�and�they�are�
doing�quite�well�at�it.”

Krehm� and� Scott� can� point� to� a� number� of�
buildings�that�they�have�renovated�over�the�years�
including� a� 272-suite� building� on� Yonge� Street�
in�Toronto�and�a�125-unit�building�in�prestigious�
Rosedale.�But�the�company�is�currently�involved�in�
a�long-term�project�at�660�Briarhill�Avenue�in�the�
Lawrence�Avenue�West�and�Bathurst�Street�area�
which�they�admit�is�among�its�more�unique�and�
challenging�properties.
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“Obviously�the�location�was�terrific�and�that�is�what�drew�us�to�it.�It�was�probably�one�
the� most� rundown� buildings� that� we� have� acquired,� but� we� knew� that� going� in� so�
there�was�not�a�surprise�there�for�us.�It�was�an�opportunity,”�said�Krehm.

“We� certainly� called� the� market� correctly,� as� these� apartments� are� renovated;� the�
market�gives�us�a�rent�that�justifies�all�of�the�effort�that�went�into�the�building.�It�was�
worth�the�effort.”

But� according� to� all� concerned,� the� 76-unit� was� not� a� thing� of� beauty� when� the�
company�began�the�long-term�renovation�project�in�May,�2010.

Despite�a� long�list�of�deficiencies�throughout�the�building�from�leaky�roofs�and�dingy�
hallways� to� a� crumbling� underground� garage� and� an� inoperable� heating� and� cooling�

system,� the�principals�were�drawn�to�the� large�and�spacious�units�which�they�knew�
could�attract�top�rental�dollars�after�some�work.�

“It�was�a�degraded�asset�but�there�was�potential�to�bring�it�back�up,”�said�
Scott.�“You�can�go�and�look�at�other�apartment�building�units�in�the�area;�

you�don’t�find�buildings�with�this�kind�of�room.�They�are�enormous.”
So�with�sleeves�rolled�up�and�a�financial�target�in�mind,�the�company�

virtually� gutted� the� building� to,� according� to� Daiter,� “bring� it� up� to�
condo� standard.”� From� top� to� bottom� the� building� saw� $3� million� in�
improvements�with�an�average�of�some�$20,000�earmarked�for�each�
renovated� unit.� Over� five� years,� the� company� plans� to� spend� more�
than�$3.5�million�on�the�total�retrofit�project.

“With�this�particular�property,�we�actually�turned�it�around�in�the�
marketplace.�It�was�probably�a�C�building�and�we�turned�it�around�to�
an�A�building�in�the�upper�village�of�Forest�Hill�which�is�a�high-end�
rental�market,”�he�said.�“We�totally�repositioned�the�building�within�
that�localized�market�and�we�did�it�through�our�retrofit�initiative.”

The�makeover�included�a�new�roof�and�roof�top�deck�for�tenants,�
new�chillers�and�boilers,�and�complete�restoration�on�the�two-levels�

of�sub-grade�parking.
Each�of�the�76�units�were�also�slated�to�receive�a�complete�makeover�

including�new�kitchens,�bathrooms,�complete�with�efficient�toilets,�new�
flooring,�crown�molding,�and�energy�efficient�lighting.

The�aesthetics�of�the�40-year-old�building�also�saw�an�upgrade�including�
an�overhaul�of�the�main�lobby�which�salvaged�the�terrazzo�marble�flooring.
This�was�all�done�within� the�constraints�of�a� tight�budget�and�a�conscious�

effort�to�retain�the�classic�look�of�the�building.
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™Rogers, the Mobius Design are trademarks of or used under license from Rogers Communications Inc. or an affi liate. ©2011 Rogers Communications.

DOING OUR BEST FOR YOU  – 
DELIVERING OUR BEST TO YOUR TENANTS
As the industry leader in residential properties, Rogers understands what you’re looking for in a communications 

and entertainment provider. That’s why with us, you’ll get personalized support through a dedicated Account 

Executive. They’ll ensure your tenants are completely satisfi ed with our innovative Cable TV, Internet and Home 

Phone services. And you’ll rest assured knowing you’ve partnered with experts you can really count on.

Call a Rogers Account Executive today at 
1 877 331 9202 or visit rogers.com/cma 

for more information. 

We�look�for�buildings�with�warts;�buildings�that�other�people�
are�afraid�of.�We�have�purchased�buildings�that�other�people�
had�walked�away�from.�They�were�interested�in�them�but�the�
projects�were�just�too�intrusive,�too�big,�and�too�specific.�The�
brothers�Krehm�have�a�mixture�of�skills”�

-Bill�Scott,�director�of�maintenance�and�technical�services,�O’Shanter�Development
“

Paul Wilson, 
maintenance 
manager
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The Right Product. The Right Price. 
The Right People. The Right Choice.
Over 14,000 Products – In Stock, Everyday!

APPLIANCEBATHROOMBUILDINGCLEANINGECO-FRIENDLY
ELECTRICALFIRESAFETYFLOORHARDWAREHVACKITCH
SINKSLIGHTBULBSLIGHTFIXTURESPAINTPLUMBINGSEA
SUPERSPECIALSWALLWHMISANDMOREAPPLIANCEBA
BUILDINGCLEANINGECO-FRIENDLYELECTRICALFIRESAFETY
FLOORHARDWAREHVACKITCHENSINKSLIGHTBULBSLIG
PAINTPLUMBINGSEASONALSUPERSPECIALSWALLWHM
ANDMOREAPPLIANCEBATHROOMBUILDINGCLEANINGE
ELECTRICALFIRESAFETYFLOORHARDWAREHVACKITCH
SINKSLIGHTBULBSLIGHTFIXTURESPAINTPLUMBINGSEA
SUPERSPECIALSWALLWHMISANDMOREAPPLIANCEBA
BUILDINGCLEANINGECO-FRIENDLYELECTRICALFIRESA
FLOORHARDWAREHVACKITCHENSINKSLIGHTBULBSLIG
PAINTPLUMBINGSEASONALSUPERSPECIALSWALLWHM
ANDMOREAPPLIANCEBATHROOMBUILDINGCLEANING
ELECTRICALFIRESAFETYFLOORHARDWAREHVACKITCH
SINKSLIGHTBULBSLIGHTFIXTURESPAINTPLUMBINGSEA

The one source for it all.

www.hsbuild.com 1 800-207-8325 or 905 738-6003

PROUD MEMBER OF:

Eco-Friendly  |  Cleaning  |  Fire Safety  |  WHMIS  |  Paint  |  Building  |  Bathroom & Kitchen  |  Appliance  |  Wall & Floor

Plumbing  |  Light Fixtures  |  Light Bulbs  |  Electrical  |  HVAC  |  Hardware  |  Seasonal  |  and More

Choosing H&S as your maintenance material
supplier means you are putting your confidence
in a supplier willing to go the extra mile to
provide you with the best one-on-one service.
A knowledgeable sales staff and over 35 years
of industry experience – no one else offers that
combination and it’s why people all across
Ontario choose H&S Building Supplies Ltd. as
their One Stop Maintenance Supply Superstore!

Congratulations to Vertica Residence Services and Thank You for Your Business.

COMMERCIAL  | MULTI-UNIT  | RESIDENTIAL  | INDUSTRIAL  | INSTITUTIONAL

Congratulations to Vertica Residence Services and Thank You for Your Business.

�������������������������������������������������������������
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Congratulations to O’Shanter Developement and thank you for your business

11278_H&S_2012.indd   1 12-01-03   3:28 PM

One world: Let’s take care of it
Energy conservation is a great opportunity. Not only does it offer returns 
twice over, you also get to do your part as a global citizen. It pays twice 
over, first because it straight up saves money, and secondly because every 
dollar off the expense side is worth almost $20 in capital value at today’s 
CAP rate. And even better, you are helping the future world. 

O’Shanter is a leader in utility monitoring and conservation, and Energy 
Brain has been privileged to provide them with monitoring tools. (www.
energybrain.ca). O’Shanter has helped us refine the reports to match their 
needs and improve our feedback system. 

By connecting utility meters to the internet, Energy Brain allows managers 
to quickly see their progress and opportunities, and to get an overview 
of the whole portfolio. O’Shanter uses our system to fine tune their gas 
controls. They use our CUSUM charts to compare building performance 
year over year, and the portfolio graphs to identify which buildings offer 
the greatest opportunity. Adam Krehm, a principal at O’Shanter, discusses 
EnergyBrain further at www.YouTube.com/user/EnergyBrain.

Sometimes even small things can make a big difference, like fixing water 
leaks, or changing the piping arrangement in the boiler room. Conservation 
is an ongoing process, always offering new opportunities. We’d like to help 
you discover them. 

www.watershed.ca	

www.energybrain.ca

Bill Scott, director 
of maintenance and 
technical services

We�have�an�organization�that�has�the�
skill�set�to�do�these�projects�and�we�have�
developed�considerable�expertise�in�
doing�it�and�it�is�quite�different�from�new�
construction”

-Adam�Krehm,�principal�O’Shanter�Development
“
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“I�did�the�design�with�quality�in�mind.�I�didn’t�
want� to� go� to� the� Cadillac,� but� I� didn’t� want� to�
go� to� the� little� car� either.� I� wanted� to� upgrade�
things�to�the�mid-range�so�that�the�price�was�still�
reasonable� and� adequate� but� you� still� get� the�
beauty� out� of� all� these� units,”� said� Jilan� Balbaa,�
O’Shanter’s�director�of�development.

“I� wanted� to� do� things� at� a� very� reasonable�
cost.� We� wanted� to� fix� the� problem� and� give� it� a�
facelift�and�use�the�proper�material�that�wasn’t�too�
expensive�but�still�gave�you�a�good,�good�look.”

Green initiatives
The� company� also� drew� on� its� conscious�
commitment� to� energy� savings� and� its� various�
initiatives.�

As� an� ISO� 14001� Environmental� Management�
and�ISO�9001�Quality�Management�certified�multi-
residential� property� management� company,�
O’Shanter� follows� stringent� international�
standards� outlined� in� the� dual� certifications.�
These� standards� hold� it� to� a� high� standard� of�
environmental� practices,� and� ensure� that� the�

The�ugly�ducklings�provide�an�opportunity�to�earn�a�return�on�the�
capital�that�must�be�invested�in�the�form�of�rent�increases.�Obviously�
you�can’t�do�this�kind�of�project�in�an�area�where�the�market�is�soft.�You�
have�to�find�run-down�buildings�in�areas�where�you�think�the�rents�are�
well�below�market.�Forest�Hill,�Rosedale�and�places�like�that”�

-�Adam�Krehm,�principal�O’Shanter�Development
“

Congratulations and continued success!

For your next painting job, call us for a free consultation.

Arctic Painting Ltd.
Tel: 905-787-1222  Fax: 905-787-1555

11084_ArcticPainting_2011.indd   1 12-01-11   2:07 PM

To get EnergyBrain.ca working for you, contact Watershed Technologies Inc.

Conservation and Efficiency
are the best investments you can make for your building

Utility consumption is like the heartbeat of  your building.  
Hourly monitoring puts your finger on the pulse.

EnergyBrain connects your meters to the Internet for continuous monitoring. Our science works 
for you round the clock, to insure performance and warn of  problems before they multiply. 

Property managers often find savings of  20% or more.

You can’t manage what you don’t measure.

Identify water leakage  •  Track gas controls  •  Benchmark and compare performance
Spot electrical problems  •  Verify retrofits are working  •  Program implementation

info@watershed.ca           www.watershed.ca  |  www.energybrain.ca             (416) 538-7940
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company’s�day-to-day�business�practices�are�carried�out�using�good�
methods�and�practices.

This�also�led�to�O’Shanter�winning�a�FRPO�award�of�excellence�
in�2008.

Although� the� company� takes� the� environment� and� energy�
savings� into� consideration� with� every� building� it� retrofits� and� to�
that�end�its�standard�practice� is�to�address�the�key�areas�such�as�
chillers,� boilers,� and� windows,� Daiter� said� they� went� far� beyond�
the�basics�with�the�Briarhill�project.

“We� have� been� walking� the� walk� for� 20� or� 30� years� and� so�
typically� when� we� buy� a� building� we� do� most� of� these� energy�
efficiency�initiatives�any�way,”�he�said.

“What�we�did�in�addition�to�this�particular�building�in�retrofitting�it�and�
turning� it� around� and� repositioning� it� in� the� marketplace� was� that� we�
added�sizzle�in�terms�of�the�décor.�We�retrofitted�all�of�the�common�areas�in�
addition�to�the�mechanical�and�electrical�systemics�of�the�building.�We�have�
worked�on�the�architectural�elements�as�well�with�the�décor.”

Although�most�said�the�overall�transformation�of�the�building�was�
fairly�routine,�it�did�take�careful�planning�and�consideration�given�that�

the� heavy� lifting� and� extensive� renovations� were� all� done� with�
almost�half�of�the�tenants�still�living�in�the�building.

The� quality� of� living� for� the� existing� tenants� was� taken� into�
consideration� while� also� being� mindful� of� the� fact� that� the� empty�
units�were�not�generating�revenue.

“It� was� actually� beneficial� because� it� was� a� good� chance� for� us�
to�upgrade�all�of� the�vacant�units,�which�we� in� fact�did,”� said�senior�
property�manager�Ernie�Puguon.

Despite�the�inconvenience�which�the�long-term�project�may�have�
caused�the�tenants,�Puguon�said�the�work�was�justified.

“I�am�very�happy.� I� really�am�very�happy�with�what�we�have�done�
with�the�building,”�he�said.�“I�know�that�it�will�result�in�an�increase�in�
the�rent�that�will�be�passed�on,�but�I�can�tell�you�everything�is�justified.”

And� with� the� Briarhill� experience� fresh� in� its� mind� as� well� as� the�
lessons� learned� from�past�projects,�Krehm�said� they�will�not�deviate�
from�the�company’s�game�plan�of�buying�and�holding�buildings�in�the�
desirable�areas�of�the�city.

“We� are� not� going� to� change� our� philosophy;� we� just� have� to� be�
careful.�You�have�to�pick�your�situation.”

What�we�did�in�addition�to�this�particular�building�in�
retrofitting�it�and�turning�it�around�and�repositioning�it�in�the�
marketplace�was�that�we�added�sizzle�in�terms�of�the�décor�...”�“ -Randy�Daiter,�vice-president�and�general�manager,�O’Shanter�Development

Celebrating over 60 years of excellence

Congratulations on 

your current retrofit 

and looking forward 

to your continued 

success

We are proud to have a dynamic 

and close relationshi p with 

O’Shanter Development Company 

for over 60 years
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